SS12 2018

SS12 is a Coding and Making Challenge jointly organized by Madras IEEE Education Society, Project Possibility and REAL Breakthrough to realize the Practice Based Education. It is hosted in partnership with IEEE sections, Universities and leading technology industry companies. The challenge is conducted to recognize the best social innovation application on the theme given. The prelims will be conducted at various pilot places identified country wise or area wise. In western India, The IEEE Gujarat section and Nirma University are jointly working as Pilot. The winning teams from each pilot will be called for the final round at NSBM Green University, Colombo, Sri Lanka on September 8th and 9th, 2018.

Theme

‘EMPATHY TO ENGINEERING: SOLUTION FOR MACRO ISSUES’

Category

The projects can be Mobile Apps or Computer Based or IoT based pertaining to the following:
- Poverty & Famine
- Women Safety
- Disaster Management & First aid
- Special Needs
- Healthcare
- Illiteracy
- Sustainable Clean Energy
- Smart Cities

WAIT NO MORE!

Pl visit www.ieees12.com for registration and more details

Registration Details:
- 10 USD per team (if more than 50% of the members have active IEEE membership)
- 20 USD per team (non-IEEE teams)

Contact Details:
Dr Usha Mehta, Chair, WIE Affinity Group, IEEE Gujarat Section usha.mehta@ieee.org usha.mehta@nirmauni.ac.in